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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1211: Pill Refining Genius 

Suddenly, a bony but colorful hand stretched out from the side, took the medicinal pills, and swallowed 

it in one mouthful. 

“Ah-!“ 

Someone couldn’t help but let out an exclamation. It turned out that it was the young man who had just 

processed the herbs for Xi Yue. He swallowed the medicinal pills in Jia Shujie’s hands without hesitation. 

For a while, there was silence in the medicinal pills room. Everyone looked at the pale young man. 

He frowned slightly, his lips pursed tightly, and his cheeks flushed slightly as if he was enduring some 

kind of pain. 

“Look, I told you that there is a problem with the medicinal pills. He is beyond saving now!” 

“Hmph! If she can casually change the pill formula, then there will not only be so little medicinal pills on 

Miluo Continent.” 

Just when everyone was gloating over the misfortune, Jia Shujie threw away his friend’s hand and 

rushed to the young man, grabbed his hand and began to examine his body. 

The young man seemed to have recovered at this time. His originally pale face was filled with a bit of 

ruddy. He looked at Hexi with touching tears, “Senior… Senior Xi, can… can I take a few more medicinal 

pills?” 

Hexi spread her hands slightly, “These 15 are all yours!” 

“Wait!” Jia Shujie jumped in shock. He grabbed 1 pill and said anxiously, “I want it too! I want it too! 

Give me a few!” 

After speaking, without even waiting for Xi Yue to answer, he swallowed the medicinal pills in his hand. 

When the medicinal powers melted in his body, Jia Shujie showed a fascinated expression. His body 

trembled with excitement, “Wonderful, it’s really wonderful. Just changed 1 herb, I didn’t expect it to 

have such an effect! Xi Yue, you’re truly a genius of pill refining!” 

As soon as Jia Shujie said this, everyone in the pill refining room all looked at Hexi in shock. 

The boy took 2 medicinal pills a little embarrassedly, kept them carefully and said, “Senior Xi, I have 

suffered from blood loss since I was a child. I have to take hundreds of blood healing pills every year, but 

not only my blood loss is cured, but it also caused a dryness heat in my body and an imbalance of yin 

and yang. I can’t even refine pills anymore. But after taking the blood healing pill you refine, I feel that 

the dryness heart has disappeared, and my blood is recovered by more than 3 times when taking the 

other blood healing pills. Senior Xi, you…you are really amazing!” 

Hexi smiled and looked the young man up and down, “You are a student of the Huang Medical Branch 

right? Me too. So don’t call me Senior Xi, call me Xi Yue.” 
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The young man nodded with eyes full of admiration and excitement. 

But before he could speak again, the students who heard the words swarmed up and snatched all the 

medicinal pills in the pill cauldron. 

Zeng Shouyue held the only one of the medicinal pills he grabbed with an ugly face. He felt very 

displeased. 

They were obviously his students. How could he fight with other students just for a pill refined by his 

student? 

Jia Shujie was even more sad that he didn’t take more. 

Zeng Shouyue swallowed the medicinal pill and determined that the efficacy of the medicinal pills was 

enhanced without containing any cold poison, he couldn’t help but wonder, “Xi Yue, why do the spiritual 

herbs of ice attribute complement each other to enhance the pill without producing cold poison?” 

Zeng Shouyue was stunned for a moment, then he clapped and laughed, “Yes, spiritual fire belongs to 

Yang, but it is Heaven Yang. It will not conflict with medicinal properties. As long as the spiritual fire 

expels the coldness of spiritual herbs, it will naturally double its effectiveness.” 

But the smile on Zeng Shouyue’s face turned into shock immediately, and he looked at Hexi in a daze for 

a while before saying, “Xi Yue, even if ordinary people know the properties of medicine, they would not 

have thought of such a refining method? How did you think of it?” 

Hexi frowned, and she said as if it was normal, “Is there a need to think? Shouldn’t you know the 

refining method after getting familiar with the various properties of spiritual herbs? For example, if the 

coldness remains, then use spiritual fire to remove it. For example, ice flower is soluble, it dissolves 

while the coldness is expelled, then it will naturally merge with the ice crystal jujube. Isn’t it normal?” 

Zeng Shouyue opened his mouth, but couldn’t say a word for a while. 

Is it normal? Yes, it is normal. 

However, without anyone giving advice and guidance, who would have thought, who could have done 

it? 

However, this young man did it, and he did it so easily like breathing in and out. He didn’t hesitate at all. 

Ice crystal jujube replaces fire essence jujube, which not only improves the medicinal properties of 

medicinal pills, but it also reduces the cost. 

Because on Miluo Continent, the price of ice crystal jujube is much lower than that of fire essence 

jujube, but the effect of blood healing pill has been more than doubled. 

The young man looks so calm. Does he know what shocking things he has done? 

Zeng Shouyue took a deep breath and suddenly said in a deep voice, “Xi Yue, can you write me this 

improved new pill formula?” 

Hexi shrugged, “Of course.” 



After that, she took out a blank inscribed jade slip and quickly engraved the pill formula. 

Although the efficacy of this kind of blood healing pill had been improved, in the Cultivation World, the 

so-called blood healing pill was really not very useful. She was not even interested in selling it in 

Shengde Hall, so she might as well give it to Dean Zeng. 

Zeng Shouyue took over the pill formula recorded on the inscribed jade slip and hurriedly left the room. 

The students present were still a little lost looking at Dean Zeng leaving in a hurry. 

Is this the same Dean Zeng that we have been imagining? 

Hexi was also a little surprised. She didn’t know what Dean Zeng was going to do with that pill formula, 

um, but it had nothing to do with her. 

As she turned around and was about to leave, she was grabbed by Jia Shujie, “Xi Yue, no, Senior Xi, can 

you teach me about pill refining? No, no, can you accept me as an apprentice, as long as you can let me 

learn pill refining with you, I can do anything for you!” 

Hexi’s mouth twitched, and she said resolutely, “I refuse!”. Then, she disappeared in place. 

Jia Shujie looked dejectedly at the hands that were holding the corners of her clothes just now, but they 

were nothing. He immediately looked depressed. 

Then he immediately clenched his fist and said, “No, I must learn pill refining from Senior Xi!” 

The young man on the side was holding the 2 blood healing pills in his hand with a look of fascination. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1213: Existing Pill Formula 

At this time, the main hall of the Elder Council was almost occupied by the deans and elders of each 

branch. 

In addition to these elders, there were also Lu Zhixi, the president of the Academy Student Council, and 

Jiang Zhongcheng, the new deputy president. 

Deputy Dean Jiang, who was sitting at the top, held the pill formula copied by hand, and his expression 

became more and more solemn. He looked at Zeng Shouyue with scorching eyes, “Dean Zeng, are you 

sure this pill formula was improved by Xi Yue? It can refine a more effective blood healing pill?” 

Zeng Shouyue stood up and nodded without hesitation, “This is the pill formula that I watched Xi Yue 

change with my own eyes. After I got the pill formula and the refining method, I tried it myself. This is 

the medicinal pill I refined.” 

Deputy Dean Jiang took the medicinal pill that Zeng Shouyue handed over. After confirming the efficacy, 

his face also showed an excited look. 

“The new pill formula, which hasn’t appeared in Miluo Continent for thousands of years, has now been 

developed by our students at Miracle Healer Academy. If this story spreads out, then our Miracle Healer 

Academy’s reputation will rise again.” 
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“Great, Shouyue, you have done a great job in this matter. That student named Xi Yue, I will award him 

with generous points, and I will also commend him in the entire academy…” 

“Wait a minute!” Before Deputy Dean Jiang’s words were finished, Jiang Zhongcheng who was sitting 

beside Lu Zhixi suddenly stood up and said, “Dean Jiang, I think we shouldn’t proceed Xi Yue’s 

commendation. About this new pill formula, we must not claim that it is developed by our academy. 

Otherwise, our Miracle Healer Academy will become the laughing stock of the entire Miluo Continent.” 

Deputy Dean Jiang stopped and said with annoyance, “What do you mean by that?” 

Zeng Shouyue said even more angrily, “I know that your Academy Student Council has some conflicts 

with Xi Yue, but isn’t it too much to cover up Xi Yue’s achievements like this?” 

Jiang Zhongcheng smiled and said, “Dean Jiang and Dean Zeng, please calm down, I have a basis for 

saying this. Because the pill formula of this blood healing pill is not improved by Xi Yue at all, it is 

originally existed. Our president has seen this pill formula a few years ago, but because blood healing 

pills are useless for martial artists, refining them is useless, so it has not been publicized.” 

He said and sneered, “I didn’t expect that Xi Yue was so despicable and shameless. She saw this pill 

formula, but she isn’t humble like our president. Instead, he took this pill formula for his own. If we 

really publicize this pill formula and are found out that Xi Yue plagiarized other people’s pill formula, 

wouldn’t it put shame on our Miracle Healer Academy?” 

“What? You saw this pill formula a few years ago?” Deputy Dean Jiang looked at Lu Zhixi, “Is this true?” 

Lu Zhixi smiled and stood up and said, “It’s true. There is an ancient book in our Doctors Association that 

records this pill formula. If Jiang Dean doesn’t believe it, you can ask my father. On this matter, Zhixi will 

never dare to lie.” 

Deputy Dean Jiang suddenly lost his enthusiasm when he heard the words. The great achievement had 

vanished in the blink of an eye. 

Just as Jiang Zhongcheng said, if this matter was found out after being publicized, how shameful the 

Miracle Healer Academy would be? 

Thinking of this, he glared at Zeng Shouyue angrily and left. 

When the other deans and elders saw that the matter had ended hastily, they all gloated over the 

misfortune, and laughed at Zeng Shouyue and hurried away. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1214: Sore Spot 

Jiang Zhongcheng walked up to him and sneered, “Dean Zeng, you handed in this pill formula today 

because you want to re-enter the power center of Miracle Healer Academy? It’s a pity that you don’t 

know the person well and mistakenly thought he is talented. Your dream has vanished as well, 

hahaha…” 

Zeng Shouyue stared at Jiang Zhongcheng coldly, and he suddenly released the spirit pressure. 

Jiang Zhongcheng’s face turned pale, staggered back a few steps and spouted blood. 
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At this moment, the arrogance on his face turned into fear with a hint of resentment in it. He glared at 

the unremarkable old man in front of him. 

He had just forgotten that this old man, who looked lousy, was a master at the Nascent Soul later stage. 

How could he provoke casually? 

At this moment, Lu Zhixi slowly stepped forward and said to Zeng Shouyue, “Dean Zeng, my subordinate 

is ignorant, please don’t be bothered by him.” 

Zeng Shouyue frowned and stared at Lu Zhixi coldly, “Did you really see that pill formula in any ancient 

book?” 

Lu Zhixi smiled, “Of course it’s true. Telling this kind of lie will not benefit Zhixi at all. If anyone checks it, 

wouldn’t my lie be exposed? If Dean Zeng still doesn’t believe it, Zhixi will let father immediately send 

the ancient book through black market.” 

Zeng Shouyue’s face was gloomy and uncertain. 

He never believed that Xi Yue made such changes because he had seen the pill formula. He was clearly 

familiar with the various attributes of the blood healing pill formula, and all the reasoning processes 

were well-founded and convincing. 

How could this be a lie? 

A hint of smugness flashed in Lu Zhixi’s eyes. She greeted Jiang Zhongcheng to go out. 

However, before they reached the door, Zeng Shouyue’s cold voice suddenly came from behind, “Lu 

Zhixi, you said you have seen pill formula, such a novel pill formula, have you really never tried refining it 

once?” 

Lu Zhixi paused slightly. The light in her eyes dimmed for a while, then she turned around and smiled 

and said, “It’s just a mere blood healing pill. Isn’t it normal that I didn’t think about refining it?” 

Zeng Shouyue sneered, “Did you never think about refining or did you fail refining it?” 

Lu Zhixi’s face changed slightly, “What does Dean Zeng mean?” 

Zeng Shouyue laughed. His eyes were full of contempt, “You know what it means the best. With Xi Yue’s 

ability, do you think that if you stop him this time, he won’t be able to become famous? He can improve 

a kind of medicinal pills, so he can also improve the second and third. As for you, Fairy Zhixi! Even if the 

ancient books in your hand really have various pill formulas, you must be able to refine them first!” 

After speaking, Zeng Shouyue saw that Lu Zhixi’s face turned gloomy. Obviously, he hit he sore spot. 

He couldn’t help being relieved for a while. The depression just now disappeared without a trace, and he 

left the Elder Council with a big laugh. 

Zeng Shouyue also suddenly remembered. If there is no pill refining method mentioned by Xi Yue, even 

if I obtain the pill formula, I will not be able to refine it at all! Therefore, Lu Zhixi may have pill formula in 

her hands, but she is absolutely lying when she said that she didn’t think of refining it. 

And Xi Yue’s improvement of pill formula is definitely based on his own real talent. 



Hmph! My student has amazing abilities. There will be times when you, Lu Zhixi, will be jealous and go 

crazy in the future! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1215: Immortal Mission Hall 

The mission release center of Miracle Healer Academy was an ancient building with carved beams and 

paintings. 

From the outside, the area of ??this ancient building was not large, but when one entered the lobby, he 

could feel the incomparable spaciousness. It was not a problem to keep thousands of people. 

Zhang Yi grabbed his brother Zhang Chong’s sleeve and stood nervously in front of the ancient building. 

He looked up and saw the plaque with the words “Immortal Mission Hall” written on it. 

“Brother, my cultivation base is only at the Meridians Stage, and I haven’t actually fought for many 

years. Are… are we really taking a mission?” 

Zhang Chong no longer had the decadence on his face at this time. Hearing that, he reached out and 

stroked his brother’s head with a smile, “What are you afraid of? Brother will definitely earn points for 

you.” 

Because of Zeng Shouyue’s protection, Zhang Chong was not punished too severely; only his points were 

deducted completely. 

However, because of his leak, Cai Yu was sent to the Spirit Extinct Valley, which ruined his life. Zhang 

Chong still felt extremely guilty. 

He had given up hope for his future, but he must give his younger brother a better future. 

Because Zhang Yi had been missing for several years, his cultivation has not improved, and he had no 

points. It was almost impossible for him to improve in Huang Medical Branch. 

The younger brother had such a good talent in beast taming, how could Zhang Chong let him waste his 

whole life? So even if he had lost hope for his own future, he must let his younger brother live a good 

life. 

In Miracle Healer Academy, one could do nothing without points. If one wanted to earn points quickly, 

the best way was to take a mission at [Immortal Mission Hall]. 

Zhang Chong dragged his younger brother into the [Immortal Mission Hall], and the noisy atmosphere 

came at them. 

There were countless students and elders coming and going here every day. Some who issue missions 

and some who accepted the missions. 

The mission level of [Immortal Mission Hall] was divided into 8 levels, “Heaven Earth Xuan Huang Yu 

Zhou Huang”, which correspond to the names of the branches in the Miracle Healer Academy. The 

missions of each level would be projected on the bulletin board in detail so that people could view and 

accept. 
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Of course, [Immortal Mission Hall] also had higher-level missions, but only elders or those with a certain 

level of points could accept them. They wouldn’t be posted publicly in the lobby either. 

The students who stood in front of each bulletin board and checked the missions were very distinct. 

In particular, students in the 4 upper courtyards generally wouldn’t accept missions above Huang Level, 

and students in the 4 lower courtyards did not dare to go to the bulletin boards of the first 4 levels. 

Therefore, when Zhang Chong took his younger brother to the Huang Level mission bulletin board, 

everyone looked at him with curiosity and contempt. 

“Isn’t this Zhang Chong? Have you forgotten that you are no longer a student of the Heaven Medical 

Branch? Why are you at the bulletin board of our 4 upper courtyards?” 

Zhang Yi was frightened by the unkind laughter. He could not wait to escape from here immediately. 

Zhang Chong said solemnly with a cold face, “Is there a rule in Immortal Mission Hall that people from 

the 4 lower courtyards cannot accept Huang Level missions?” 

After he finished speaking, he dragged Zhang Yijing to the bulletin board. After looking at it for a while, 

he immediately found a moderately difficult and suitable task. 

Zhang Chong came to the officer with the inscribed jade slip and said, “Hi, this is my inscribed jade slip. I 

want to take the mission of capturing the rank 3 magical beast of the Huang Level. Please register it for 

me.” 

The steward glanced lazily at Zhang Chong. Instead of picking up the inscribed jade slip in his hand, he 

sneered, “You’re from the Huang Medical Branch? Are you sure you want to take the Huang Level 

mission? You should see clearly. This is to catch the rank 3 magical beast, not kill the rank 3 magical 

beast, and this magical beast often stays in a group. Don’t blame me if you die in the mission!” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1216: Make Things Difficult 

Zhang Chong’s face turned gloomy. He wanted to refute this officer, but he had to endure it and said, “I 

know the danger of the mission, but I still want to accept this mission. Please help…” 

“Officer Zhang, we want to take this mission too. Please register for us.” Zhang Chong was interrupted 

before he could finish his words. 

A student dressed in Earth Medical Branch gave Zhang Chong a provocative look and handed over his 

inscribed jade slip. 

The officer’s face was immediately filled with a smile. He took the inscribed jade slip from the student 

without hesitation and made the registration. 

Zhang Chong took a deep breath and suppressed the anger in his heart, “Officer Zhang, please help 

me…” 

“Go away, don’t bother me.” Officer Zhang waved his hand impatiently, “This mission quota is full, you 

find another mission.” 
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Each mission had an upper limit of simultaneous acceptance. Some were 1, and some were a few. Once 

the amount was filled, the mission would be removed from the board. 

Zhang Chong glared angrily, “Officer Zhang, I clearly asked for registration first.” 

The officer sneered. Without even looking at him, he handed the registered inscribed jade slip to the 

student of the Earth Medical Branch. 

The student of Earth Medical Branch took the inscribed jade slip and smiled smugly at Zhang Chong, 

“You should know your limit. If I were from the Huang Medical Branch, I would be embarrassed to come 

to Immortal Mission Hall, but you even dare to take a Huang Level mission. Stop kidding us!” 

“You—!” Zhang Chong wanted to get angry, but he was pulled by Zhang Yi. 

Zhang Yi’s face was flushed, and he said with pleading in his eyes, “Brother, if you fight in Immortal 

Mission Hall, you will be punished severely. Forget it, brother, let’s go!” 

Zhang Chong’s hands loosened and clenched several times before suppressing the anger in his heart, 

“Little Yi, don’t worry. If we can’t take this mission, we’ll change another mission.” 

After speaking, Zhang Chong took Zhang Yi back to the bulletin board. 

However, the same scene was repeated again. 

Zhang Chong asked the officer to register with the inscribed jade slip, but the officer always ignored him. 

If other students from the 4 upper courtyards came to register, he greeted them with a smile. 

Zhang Chong repeated it several times, and it was the same. The mission he chose would be taken every 

time. 

He finally knew that these people were indeed deliberately making things difficult for him and would 

never let him take the mission. 

“Mr. Jiang, Immortal Mission Hall has stipulated that anyone can accept mission of all levels. You have 

violated the regulations of the Immortal Mission Hall, aren’t you afraid that I report this to the Elder 

Council?” 

“Hahaha…” Officer Jiang laughed loudly when he heard the words, “Do you think a trash from Huang 

Medical Branch can speak to the Elder Council? We won’t let you accept the missions of the 4 upper 

courtyards for your own good. You have crossed the line yourself, so don’t blame us for bullying you!” 

Zhang Chong’s eyes were filled with anger, and his body trembled slightly, “Don’t go too far, I can 

choose what level of mission to take. Although I’m in the Huang Medical Branch, I have the ability to 

take the mission of the 4 upper courtyards. Why can’t I take it? Whoever has the strength will take the 

mission, isn’t this the rule of the Immortal Mission Hall?” 

Director Jiang smiled mockingly and said lightly, “Okay, you want to take the 4 upper courtyards mission 

right? Now there are only Heaven Level missions left, do you want to take it?” 

Zhang Chong was speechless for a while. 



The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1217: Heaven Level Mission 

Heaven Level quest, even if he used to be in Heaven Medical Branch, he would not dare to accept it 

randomly. That was a mission with a danger level so high that it might kill him! 

Officer Zhang and a few students from Heaven and Earth Medical Branch suddenly laughed out loud, 

“Didn’t you arrogantly say that whoever has the strength can take the mission? Why are you scared 

now?” 

Zhang Chong’s face flushed red. He was about to rush forward to say that he wanted to take the 

mission, but was immediately pulled by someone. 

A young man from the Xuan Medical Branch shook his head at Zhang Chong and said, “Zhang Chong, 

don’t be impulsive. You can simply take Heaven Level mission.” 

This young man had been helped by Zhang Chong, so now he kindly reminded him. 

The young man vaguely pointed to a tall and slender man not far away and said in a low voice, “See 

that? Do you remember who that person is? Do you want to randomly accept a mission and end up like 

him?” 

Zhang Chong’s eyes followed the young man’s fingers, and he quickly saw who the person was. He 

trembled. All his anger turned into fear. He no longer dared to say that he was going to accept Heaven 

Level mission. 

Officer Jiang and the students had anticipated that Zhang Chong would chicken out, so they looked at 

each other, laughed and left. No one cared about Zhang Chong anymore. 

Zhang Yi also breathed a sigh of relief. Seeing that his brother kept looking at the man not far away, he 

couldn’t help but wonder, “Brother, who is that person? Do you know him?” 

Zhang Chong’s brows twitched. He said hoarsely after a while, “His name is Jin Zeyu. He used to be the 

president of the Academy Student Council.” 

“What?” Zhang Yi exclaimed. Even though he had been locked in a small courtyard, he knew what kind 

of existence the president of the Academy Student Council was, “but why…” 

This person had a handsome appearance, sharp and calm eyes, but his spiritual power fluctuations are 

chaotic and weak. His cultivation is clearly worse than mine. How can such a person become the 

president of the Academy Student Council? 

Zhang Chong sighed and said in a low voice, “When Jin Zeyu was the president, I hadn’t joined the 

Academy Student Council, but I also knew that he was extremely talented and had the best strength. At 

that time, even Lu Zhixi, the current president, would be overshadowed by his talents. However, an 

accident happened 3 years ago.” 

“What accident?” 
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“Jin Zeyu took on a Heaven Level mission, which was the most difficult one. No one could finish the 

mission. However, everyone thought that if it was Jin Zeyu, he would definitely accomplish the mission. 

But in the end, he failed.” 

“Not only did he fail, but Jin Zeyu’s confidants, the former Academy Student Council’s officers, were 

killed and injured more than half. He himself was also seriously injured, and his cultivation had 

plummeted to the Foundation Establishment stage. In this way, he is completely useless.” 

Zhang Yi exclaimed and said in disbelief, “How could it be like this?” 

“No one knows what happened in that mission.” Zhang Chong shook his head and said, “Miracle Healer 

Academy is a place where the strong prey on the weak and respect the strength. Jin Zeyu’s cultivation 

has dropped greatly, and he almost has no chance of advancing to the Nascent Soul Stage in his life, so 

he had been dismissed from the president of the Academy Student Council. He was also transferred to 

the Huang Medical Branch.” 

“Jin Zeyu can be considered a man of perseverance. In just over 2 years, he returned from the 

Foundation Establishment stage to the Meridians Stage intermediate stage, but… sigh, a good genius is 

ruined after all.” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1218: Ungrateful 

After Zhang Chong said this, he was a little dispirited. He took Zhang Yi to accept 2 Yu Level missions and 

was about to leave. 

Quests down the fourth level earn very few points and are often tedious, taking a lot of work instead. 

This was not the way Zhang Chong hoped to earn points, but he had no other way. 

When Zhang Chong was about to leave, a group of people was about to come into the Immortal Mission 

Hall. 

Zhang Chong used to be from the Heaven Medical Branch, so he naturally knew who these people were. 

The man in the middle of the Gold Core Stage, who looked 20 years old, was called Tu Yonghao. 

Relying on his elder, who was an elder in the Miracle Healer Academy, and his talent, he had always 

been arrogant and domineering. So, Zhang Chong disliked him very much. 

When Tu Yonghao passed by Zhang Chong, he glanced at him disdainfully, but he ignored him. Instead, 

he walked straight past Jin Zeyu and bumped him heavily. 

This bump used spiritual power, so Jin Zeyu stumbled for a while. Tu Yonghao pretended to have just 

discovered it, and he turned around and exaggeratedly shouted, “Oh, I wonder who did I bump into? It 

turns out to be President Jin! Did I President Jin just now? After all, President Jin only has so much 

cultivation now.” 

Halfway through, he suddenly paused and pretended to slap his face. He laughed, “No, please forgive 

my poor memory. I forgot that Jin Zeyu, you are no longer the president. How arrogant were you back 

then, President Jin. It was really hard to just see your face. Hahaha…” 
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Jin Zeyu slowly stood up straight. There was no emotional fluctuation on his handsome face, but his eyes 

were deep and scary. 

When Tu Yonghao was being stared like this, he immediately felt horrified. After realizing that he was 

afraid of a Foundation Establishment stage trash, he said in anger, “Jin Zeyu, what is that gaze? Don’t 

forget that you are just a trash in the Huang Medical Branch. Do you still think you are the president of 

the Academy Student Council?” 

As he said, he stepped forward and released spirit pressure. 

Zhang Chong frowned as he watched from the side. Thinking that someone like Jin Zeyu had been 

reduced to the current field, he felt unbearable in his heart. However, he was also in a difficult situation 

now. How could he still meddle in others’ business? 

However, just as Tu Yonghao was about to approach Jin Zeyu, 3 people quickly ran out of the crowd to 

block in front of Jin Zeyu. 

One of them, a burly man stopped in front of Jin Zeyu and said angrily to Tu Yonghao, “Tu Yonghao, 

what are you doing? In front of so many people, are you going to bully boss in the Immortal Mission 

Hall?” 

Zhang Chong was stunned to see that the burly man’s cultivation was at the Gold Core early stage while 

the other 2 were also at the peak of the Meridians Stage. 

But they were all wearing Huang Medical Branch’s clothing. 

As soon as Tu Yonghao saw the burly man, he immediately squinted and sneered, “Qian Dazhuang, I 

didn’t expect you to be so committed to Jin Zeyu. He is only at the Meridians Stage now, but you are still 

willing to be his dog. Haha, Qian Dazhuang, are you born to be cheap? Or did you forget how you got 

transferred away from the Heaven Medical Branch?” 

When the man named Qian Dazhuang heard the words, he cursed angrily, “Tu Yonghao, I’m not an 

ungrateful dog like you. Did you forget that boss saved you once! If it weren’t for him, do you think you 

can live until today? If I knew you are such an ungrateful animal, I should have let you die in that magical 

beast forest!” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1219: Kowtow 3 Times 

Qian Dazhuang’s words made Tu Yonghao’s face turn green and white. 

His cold and resentful eyes shifted from Qian Dazhuang to Jin Zeyu, then he gritted his teeth and said, 

“Bah, what savior! If it weren’t for you Jin Zeyu, I would have been the backbone of the Academy 

Student Council now! If it weren’t for you, I will be expelled from the Academy Student Council and I will 

have no improvement in cultivation that I’m almost kicked out of Heaven Medical Branch?” 

The more Tu Yonghao said, the more angry he became, “When you were the president, I served you like 

my master, but what did you do? You just gave the position of the deputy president to someone else in 

a blink of an eye. Haha, what’s the result? The person you were looking for didn’t die in that heaven-

level mission, and you yourself fell to a miserable end, Jin Zeyu, let me tell you, this is your retribution!” 
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Having said that, Tu Yonghao walked in front of Jin Zeyu in a few steps, and the people behind him 

immediately surrounded Jin Zeyu and Qian Dazhuang at his signal. 

Jin Zeyu’s eyes were cold, and he said in a deep voice, “What do you want to do?” 

“What do I want to do?” Tu Yonghao laughed, “What? Are you afraid now? You want me to let you go? 

Okay, if you Jin Zeyu kneel down and kowtow 3 times, I’ll let you go. How about that?” 

Before Jin Zeyu said anything, Qian Dazhuang was already furious. He pulled Jin Zeyu behind him, “Tu 

Yonghao, you dare!” 

Tu Yonghao laughed even more wildly, “Want to try if I dare!” 

With that said, he turned his gaze to Jin Zeyu, “If you don’t kowtow to me, it will be the dogs around you 

who will suffer!” 

As soon as he said that, the students who surrounded Jin Zeyu got a signal from Tu Yonghao and 

attacked. 

The students in Xianlufang who were taking the missions all stopped their business and looked here. 

Some people resented Tu Yonghao’s arrogance, but no one dared to go against Tu Yonghao. 

Although Tu Yonghao’s grades in Heaven Medical Branch can only be at the bottom, he has an uncle 

who is an elder, and some students in Miracle Healer Academy are willing to be his thugs. 

If someone stood up for Tu Yonghao and offended Jin Ze Yuqiang, his future would be difficult. 

The officer of the Immortal Mission Hall also knew that it was wrong to fight here, but he could only turn 

a blind eye to it. 

Most people under Tu Yonghao were from the Earth Medical Branch, and there were also 2 elites from 

the Heaven Medical Branch. Each of them was at the Gold Core Stage. How could Jin Zeyu and his 

subordinates be their opponents? 

Qian Dazhuang, who had been trying his best to protect Jin Zeyu, was kicked in the abdomen, and he 

spat out a mouthful of blood. 

The other 2 were also kicked onto the ground. Their faces were pale, and their bodies twitched in pain. 

Tu Yonghao raised the sword in his hand and gestured it on Qian Dazhuang’s body. Seeing Jin Zeyu’s 

tense look, he immediately laughed and said, “Don’t worry, I won’t kill people in the Immortal Mission 

Hall. But well, it’s just a trash of the Huang Medical Branch, if I abolish his cultivation a little, no one will 

question me, right? Jin Zeyu, are you kowtowing or not?” 

Jin Zeyu took a deep breath. His body was stretched straight from the humiliation, and his hands were 

clenched into fists. Blood dripped from his fingers. 

However, when he closed his eyes and opened them again, his eyes were already deep and clear. 
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Chapter 1220: Get Out of the Way 
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Jin Zeyu bent his knees and knelt to the ground with a thud, then he said slowly, “Please… let Dazhuang 

and the others go.” 

“Hahahaha…” Tu Yonghao’s wild and unbridled laughter echoed in the Immortal Mission Hall, “Okay, 

okay! Jin Zeyu, you have such a day too? However, I remember I said that you have to kneel down and 

kowtow 3 times. You have just knelt down, do you think that’s enough?” 

Jin Zeyu’s lips trembled slightly. When he was about to kneel down, Tu Yonghao who was stepped on by 

Qian Dazhuang suddenly pounced toward Tu Yonghao furiously, “Bastard, I’ll kill you!” 

But how could Qian Dazhuang compete with Tu Yonghao with his cultivation? He just rushed in front of 

Tu Yonghao, and he was kicked away by him. 

The huge body flew straight in the direction of the gate enchantment. 

The momentum was so fierce that all the onlookers evaded in a panic. 

Seeing that Qian Dazhuang’s body was about to fly out of the gate enchantment, a young man slowly 

appeared in the center of the gate. 

When Qian Dazhuang’s body was about to collide with the young man, a pair of slender hands stretched 

out, caught him easily and put him on the ground. 

Qian Dazhuang spat out a mouthful of blood. He fell in front of the young man with a weak breath. He 

seemed to be seriously injured, but his life was saved. 

The young man didn’t seem to see the strong man who fell in front of him at all, and he just walked past 

him and went toward the direction of the heaven-level mission area. 

In the hall of Immortal Mission Hall, it fell into complete silent. 

All eyes were on the young man. 

He wasn’t tall, and even a little thin, but his figure was slim, giving people an infatuation beauty. 

That face was as bright as the bright moon; as bright as a star. The lights in Immortal Mission Hall hit his 

face, making his face look like picturesque. His skin was as smooth as a cultivated white jade, and his 

long eyelashes drooped slightly, half covering those twinkling phoenix eyes. 

The young man walked slowly in the hall with seemingly no spiritual power fluctuation. He was at the 

Foundation Establishment Stage at a glance. 

But no one dared to underestimate him. 

Even the students of Heaven Medical Branch were silent when they saw him. They kept quiet and 

looked away to avoid provoking him. 

The young man seemed to be the focus of everyone, but he wasn’t bothered by the attention. 

He walked straight to the direction of the heaven-level mission area, but he soon found that the road 

ahead was blocked by Tu Yonghao’s people who surrounded Jin Zeyu. 



The young man raised his long eyelashes, glanced at Tu Yonghao with cold gaze and said coldly, “Get out 

of the way!” 

Tu Yonghao’s scorching eyes glanzed at the young man, then he trembled and stepped back. But after 

taking a step back, he suddenly woke up and said angrily, “Xi Yue, are you commanding me?” 

That’s right, the young man who just entered Immortal Mission Hall was naturally Hexi. 

She wanted to enter the enchantment, read more books, and study pill refining and array, but in this 

Miracle Healer Academy, these all require crystal stones, so she chose the easiest way and ran to 

Immortal Mission Hall to take the highest level mission and earn crystal stones in the fastest way. 

As for the disputes between others in Immortal Mission Hall, she had no interest in it. However, 

whoever stood in front of her, hehe, don’t blame her for being rude. 


